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All aboard! Join us for a tour of these cities’ outposts
of good food, design, retail and more. Los geht’s!
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Greulich Design & Lifestyle
Hotel, Langstrasse
Inner calm

25hours Langstrasse,
Langstrasse
Right on track

This former apartment block
turned 28-room hotel looks
rather unremarkable from
the outside. But Hotel
Greulich, which opened its
doors in 2003, is a reliable
overnighter poised on the
northern fringes of rapidly
regenerating Langstrasse.
It’s a 10-minute stroll away
from shopping, eating and
drinking spots such as Soeder
(see page 36), Acid (see page 29)
and Bar Sacchi (see page 30).
Rooms in the main building
have a Scandi palette with soft
colours and wood furnishings,
while out the back is a motelstyle range of smaller rooms.
56 Herman-Greulich-Strasse,
8004, Kreis 4
141 (0)43 243 4243
greulich.ch

Langstrasse is the city’s
second address for the German
hotel group 25hours (ZürichWest in Kreis 5 was the first).
Built in 2017, it’s part of the
SBB network’s commitment to
regenerating old railway yards
into lively spaces.
The hotel’s neighbours
range from passing trains
(thankfully windows are thickly
glazed) to a cohort of new
residents, including mainland
Europe’s largest Google office.
Each of the 170 rooms is kitted
out with a Swiss-made Freitag
bag, a UE Boom portable
speaker and the signature
25hours design touches, here
playfully themed around
Langstrasse’s red-light district.
150 Langstrasse, 8004, Kreis 4
141 (0)44 576 5000
25hours-hotels.com

monocle comment: There’s
no gym available to guests but
there is a yoga studio. Classes
run two to four times a day
and cost about CHF25.

monocle comment: Rooms
come in M, L, XL and suites.
Our pick is the L, with kingsized bed and rain shower.
Couldn’t be
comfier

Little sisters
—
Sister B&B outposts Zum
Guten Glück and Kafischnaps
are great alternatives to the
city’s grander hotels. Both have
just five rooms a piece, with
furniture by Timetunnel and
architecture by Daniel Kobel.
kafischnaps.ch;
zumgutenglueck.ch
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Romantik Hotel Europe,
Seefeld
A fine romance
Eria Kramer managed
the books for Kramer
Gastronomie’s roster of 12
restaurants for years before
stepping into the role of
hotelier. Her husband bought
a historic apartment-blockturned-hotel in Seefeld in
1996 and she set to work
updating the 39 rooms.
The vintage furniture
and paintings were restored,
the halls hand-painted with
blue and white stripes, the
bathrooms installed with Italian
basins and the original silk
wallpaper salvaged. Kramer
added soft furnishings in
matching tones and extended
the romanticist design down
to the French brasserie and
whiskey bar. The latter boasts
more than 350 varieties, one of
Switzerland’s largest line-up.
4 Dufourstrasse, 8008, Kreis 8
141 (0)43 456 8686
europehotel.ch
monocle comment: Fifth-floor
rooms have the best mountain
views but the penthouse suite
has a more modern look, plus
private access to the roof
terrace with 360-degree views.
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